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Goal of the study
• Apply a mathematical technique for 

pattern recognition called Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) to the 
detection of primary liver and bladder 
cancer using actual medical micro array 
data obtained from public databases such 
as Stanford SMD and NCBI GEO.

• Evaluate accuracy of PCA in detection of 
primary liver and bladder cancer.



Phases of using PCA
1. The first phase: Called the training phase. We 

use PCA to obtain the dominant signal from a 
collection of signals. This collection of signals 
will be called the PCA working set. The 
dominant signal is the one which correlates 
the most with all the signals in the working 
set. This signal will be called the eigensignal.

2. The second phase: Called the detection 
phase. Determine the projection of the input 
signal against the eigensignal. Is the 
projection positive or negative? How large is 
the projection?

3. Validate result for accuracy: Knowing the 
correct type of the input signal, determine the 
accuracy of the detection phase.



Before going into the details of 
the project and the mathematics 
of PCA, we take a 2 minutes 
break and give a short 
introduction about DNA and 
Genes



Why genes are important

Central dogma of molecular biology
DNA makes RNA makes Protein

http://phschool.com/science/biology_place/biocoach/imagestranslation/centdogtl.gif

DNA replication



Genes are special regions in DNA
• Each human cell contain 46 chromosomes.
• Each chromosome is of different length.
• Total of 3 billion base-pairs in the DNA spread among the 46 chromosomes.
• A Gene is special region in the DNA which is able to encodes protein



• DNA is the main central molecule from which all the cell 
functions originate. 

• Each human cell contain the same DNA. 
• Each human cell contain about 3 billion base pairs, 

which are spread out in 46 different chromosomes. 
• The chromosomes are not all the same size, some are 

much longer than others. There are 6 billion nucleotides 
in each human cell. (each base-pair is 2 nucleotides).

• When a human cell divides and new cell is created, a 
new 6 billion nucleotides are made in the process. 

• The human body contain large amount of cells, some 
estimate is at 100 trillion cells. Hence the human body 
contain in it 100 trillion times 6 billion nucleotides or 
600,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 nucleotides.

Some facts about DNA



Genes and cancer
• Cancer occurs when human cells divide and 

duplicate without control. In a normal cell, specific 
protein and enzymes control the life cycle of a cell by 
controlling the production of new cells. Since each 
specific protein is made by specific gene(s), knowing 
which genes are on or off in a cancerous cell, and 
how active that gene is gives an indication of the 
gene role in the cancer.

• By obtaining a sample from part of the body which is 
known to have cancer, and if by some process we 
are able to determine which genes are turned on and 
how active these genes and then compare these 
genes activities in a cancer-free sample of the same 
part of the body, we can then predict if these genes 
contributed to the cancer or note.



What is micro array?
• A plate which contain collection of spots. Some plates have up to 24,000 

spots on them
• When plate is manufactured, in each spot a specific cDNA probe is fixed 

which attracts an mRNA for a specific gene.
• Sample to be analyzed is poured into the plate.
• mRNA from the sample swims and finds the correct spot to attach to.





One microarray generates one signal/vector in the space of genes







Newer microarray technologycontain thewholehuman genomon achip



Layout of microarrayusedfor project



Data used in project
• Bladder and Liver data.
• Samples which contain micro array data from known normal and 

cancerous bladder and liver data.
• Each sample is a vector of length n. (in this study, length was about 

6,000 genes)
• Each component of a vector is a value which represent how much a 

specific gene is expressed in the sample











Mathematics of PCA

How to find the eigensignal 
(dominant signal)



Howtoobtain the eigensignal?

Let Vi be a collectionof signals. CalledsnapshotsV1,V2,,VN

Let be the eigensignal that we wishto generate.

It is natural to assume

 ∑
i1

N

wiVi  

wherewi are scalar quantities calledthe weights. Our goal is to findthese weights.

Since is the signal which is the most representative of V1,V2,,VN, hencemust be such
that it makes the followingsuma maximum
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Hence we want to maximize Swhere
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Carrying out theabovemultiplication will lead to

S  wT2w

Where is thematrixof covariancebetween each pairs of signals Vi,Vj

Tosee that theabove is true, let us work it out for 2signals V1,V2
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 is asymmetric positivedefinite (when each signal Vi is distinct). This is thecase in
this project. Hencemaximizing theabovesumis the sameas maximizing

S  wTw

where

 

V1,V1 V1,V2  V1,Vn

V2,V1 V2,V2  V2,Vn

   

Vn,V1 Vn,V2  Vn,Vn

If wepickw tobean eigenvector of  then thecondition tomaximizeSwill be found
as follows (wecan easily showthis is trueonly if w is eigenvector) .

S  wTw

 wTw

 ‖w‖2



HenceS is maximumwhen is the largest eigenvaluemax andw is theeigenvector associated
withthismax.
Hence theweightswi are thecoordinates of the largest eigenvectorwof . Nowthat wehave

found theweights, wehave found

 ∑
i1

N

wiVi

Wenormalize theeigensignal as well

  





How to use 

Givenanarbitrarysignal xthat wewishto findhowcloselyrelated it is to the thepopulation

V1,V2,,VNc, thenweobtainc fromthat populationas describedabove, and thenevaluate

howcloselycorrelatedxis toc byevaluating

p 
x,c

c,c

‖x‖ c cos

c
2 

‖x‖ cos
c

But sincec is normalized, wecanjust write

p  x,c  ‖x‖ cos

Themorepositive thisp is, themore likelythat xbelongs topopulationVi. Themorenegativep is,
the less likely it is frombeingpart of thepopulation.







Howtouse for detection of cancer?

Weobtained 2sets of populations Ci which is theset of cancer signals, and

Nj which is theset of normal signals. This was done for both bladder and liver.

Fromeach oneof theabove2populations, weobtain theeigen signal for each:

c,N



How to use              for cancer 
detection

• 3 different algorithms used to determine if 
an arbitrary input sample is cancerous or 
not.

• Each algorithm was compared for 
accuracy.

• First algorithm uses 
• Second algorithm uses 
• Third algorithm is heuristic and uses a 

combination of 

c,N

c
N

c,N





Tumor





Using more than one eigensignal 
for finding correlation of arbitrary 

signal to population

Only the first few eigensignals need be 
considered. Most of the information 
content is concentrated in the first 
(primary) eigensignals



K>> nSamples

104

[u,lam]    = eig(theta);

plot(flipud(diag(lam)))



In this study, most of thepower was foundtobe
concetratedin thefirst eigenvectors (correspondingtothe
first feweigenvalues)

Tofindprojectionof anarbitrarysignal againt morethan
oneeigensignal:

px 
x,c1

c1,c1


x,c2

c2,c2


x,ck

c,ck



Accuracy for the diagnosis algorithms for liver and bladder cancers

Data set
Accuracy of 
detection of

Algorithm One mode Two modes
Three 
modes

Four 
modes

Five 
modes

Liver

Cancer

1 69.46 82.74 80.58 80.37 78.07

2 81.47 78.44 81.30 82.61 80.96

3 80.75 88.54 87.15 89.82 89.54

Normal

1 99.99 98.91 99.51 99.21 99.63

2 100.00 96.41 95.11 93.28 90.68

3 99.99 98.72 98.54 98.44 98.94

Bladder

Cancer

1 57.17 62.15 64.83 68.11 70.51

2 80.35 77.35 73.20 69.23 70.26

3 82.35 82.97 83.30 83.81 84.25

Normal

1 99.95 99.32 99.86 99.95 100.00

2 100.00 99.50 94.32 93.59 91.59

3 99.82 99.41 99.71 99.81 100.00



Graphical view of the projection 
of samples (signals) onto the 

eigensample (eigensignal) 
repeated over 100 random 

experiments 

105 known cancer samples and 
76 known normal samples used.



Tumor samples

Normal samples

Tumor samples correlate negatively with the tumor-free 
eigensample

While tumor-free samples correlate positively with the tumor-
free eignesample





The effect of changing the 
number of signals used to 

generate the eigensignal on the 
accuracy of PCA for cancer 

detection



The population used to generate 
the eigensignal from is called the 
working set. 

We now investigate the effect of 
changing the working set size on 
the accuracy of PCA for cancer 
detection





General final observations
Based on the observations of the projections, we find that 

cancerous samples do not correlate positively as strongly with the 
cancerous dominant component when compared to how strongly the 
cancer-free samples negatively correlate with the cancerous 
dominant component. 

Cancerous samples correlate much strongly, but in the negative 
sense, with the cancer-free dominant component. 

Hence, when attempting to decide if a sample is cancerous or not, it 
is not recommend to measure the strength of the positive correlation 
with the cancerous dominant component, but instead one should 
measure the strength of how negatively the sample correlates 
with the cancer-free dominant component. The situation with 
cancer-free samples is different. Cancer-free samples do correlate 
very strongly in the positive sense with the cancer-free dominant 
principle component. 



Cancer-free samples also correlate very strongly in the negative 
direction with the cancerous dominant component. 

From the above, we conclude that it is best to always correlate the 
sample to be examined with the cancer-free dominant component since 
a cancer-free sample will exhibit a strong positive correlation while at the 
same time a cancerous sample would exhibit a strong correlation but in 
the negative sense. In other words, both types of samples have stronger 
correlations with the cancer-free dominant component when looking at 
the absolute magnitude of the correlation than the case would be if we 
had used a cancerous dominant component. 

The third algorithm introduces a heuristic algorithmic improvement in the 
detection of cancer. As a result of this improvement, we were able to 
improve cancer detection. However, since this improvement in detection 
is based on a heuristic improvement, more tests are needed against 
larger set of data.



Study conclusion
• Examining the correlation of an arbitrary tissue sample with the PCA 

dominant component sample generated from the cancer-free 
samples produces more accurate results for both cancer and 
cancer-free detection 

• An algorithmic improvement that considers the correlation of a 
sample against both PCA modes was implemented and was shown 
to produce more accurate diagnostic results. 

• The effect of adding more eigensignals on the accuracy of PCA 
could not mathematically be analyzed at this time due to lack of 
time. Some tests showed that adding more eigensignals improved 
accuracy, while others showed it reduced accuracy. More analysis is 
needed on this to understand why this happens.

• PCA accuracy improved only slightly by increasing the working set 
size greatly. This shows that PCA can be effective in extracting 
dominant features that represent large population from small sample 
of the population.



Future possible research

• Use SVD for PCA and compare to see if 
there exist any accuracy improvement.

• Apply ICA (independent component 
analysis) and compare accuracy of ICA to 
PCA. See next slide for software flow 
diagram.

• Apply this analysis to larger set of 
microarray cancer data from NBCI and 
Stanford databases





Thanks and references
• Thanks to Dr C.H. Lee for his advice during this project..
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